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ABSTRACT Detection and recognition of traffic panels and their textual information are important
applications of advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS). They can significantly contribute in enhancing
road safety by optimizing the driving experience. However, these tasks might face two major challenges.
First, the lack of suitable and good quality datasets. Second, the in-feasibility of global standardization
of traffic panels in terms of shape, color and language of the written text. Present research is intensively
directed toward Latin text-based panels, while other scripts such as Arabic remain quiet undervalued. In this
paper, we address this issue by introducing ATTICAa, a new open-source multi-task dataset, consisting of
two main sub-datasets: ATTICA_Sign for traffic signs/panels detection and ATTICA_Text for Arabic text
extraction/recognition. Our dataset gathers 1215 images with 3173 traffic panel boxes, 870 traffic sign boxes
and 7293 Arabic text boxes. In order to examine the utility and advantages of our dataset, we adopt state-
of-the-art deep learning based approaches. The conducted experiments show promising results confirming
the valuable addition of our dataset in this field of research.

ahttps://github.com/kkawtar/ATTICA

INDEX TERMS Traffic panels, sign detection, sign recognition, scene Arabic text detection, traffic textual
information retrieval, traffic panels dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past decade, AI (Artificial Intelligence) has re-
markably contributed to the development of innovative

technologies in numerous sectors (e.g. health, transportation,
education, and robotics) [1]–[3]. In the transportation sector,
AI is widely used for developing driving assistance and
automated driving solutions. Advanced Driving Assistance
Systems (ADAS) [4] are life-saving technologies [5], de-
signed to offer different driving assistance features using all
sources of traffic data (e.g. automatic emergency braking,
driver’s distraction warning, speed adaptation and traffic
signs detection [6]). In particular, computer vision is one
of the key technologies that have helped accelerating the
evolution of ADAS and their real-time performance.

From an AI perspective [7], the key limiting factor to
overpass AI challenges is the availability of high quality data.
In fact, all AI accomplishments that are near human level per-
formance have only been possible with the release of appro-
priately designed data. The 2014 Google’s breakthrough in
the field of image classification is due to a new image object

classifier called GoogleNet trained on the ImageNet corpus
[8]. Since then, new convolutional neural network (CNN)
architectures have been developed and researchers/industries
have started to realise the importance of collecting and anno-
tating quality data [9].

Detection of traffic signs and their textual information
are important tasks for ADAS [10]. Their main value is to
ensure the drivers’ safety by preventing them from ignoring
mandatory traffic information (e.g. speed limit) or from being
distracted when reading signs while driving. Having this
kind of assistance can definitely contribute in reducing the
frequency of severe traffic accidents. Traffic signs detection
can additionally be employed for building automatic visual
inspection systems of signs and panels, for inventory and
maintenance purposes [11]. Unfortunately, computer vision
researchers still face major data challenges when addressing
these tasks. First, most of the available datasets include
only three types of traffic signs: regulatory, mandatory and
warning, whereas traffic panels (a.k.a guide panels) are
rarely available. Yet, route information (Directions, places
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names, mileage information, main road name, etc) is only
displayed on guide panels. Second, datasets for scene text
localization and recognition are often limited to Latin script,
which is considerably easier to process compared to cursive
scripts (e.g. Japanese, Chinese, Persian and Arabic) [12],
[13]. Moreover, these datasets are occasionally collected in a
transportation context, which is again discouraging for road
safety researchers.

In this paper, we aim to address the lack of traffic panel
datasets with Arabic scripts, by introducing ATTICA, a new
multi-task dataset of traffic signs/panels. ATTICA is a chal-
lenging dataset since it gathers real-world visual complex
scenes that are captured in challenging traffic environments.
More precisely, ATTICA includes samples with low resolu-
tion, complex background, noise, different text alignments
and variations in terms of size, color and style. The collected
dataset consists of two major sub-datasets:

1) ATTICA_Sign: contains annotations of different types
of traffic signs/panels objects.

2) ATTICA_Text: contains text objects with line and word
level annotations.

ATTICA contains 1215 images with 3173 traffic panel
boxes, 870 traffic sign boxes and 7293 Arabic text boxes,
collected from open-source images on the internet. We have
adopted a careful manual annotation for the different boxes
using 7 object categories, namely, traffic panel, traffic sign,
other sign, km-point, add-panel, text line-level (including 2
sub-categories), text word-level (including 5 sub-categories).

In order to illustrate the usability of the introduced dataset,
we conduct two major experiments. The first experiment is
related to the traffic panels/signs detection task, in which we
evaluate and compare the performance of four well-known
CNNs-based architectures: Single Shot multibox Detector
(SSD) [14], Region-based Fully Convolution Network (R-
FCN) [15], Faster-RCNN [16] and RetinaNet [17]. In the
second experiment, we tackle the task of Arabic text line de-
tection in traffic panels/signs by adopting the famous CTPN
(Connectionist Text Proposal Network) and EAST (Efficient
and Accurate Scene Text) models [18], [19]. Our findings
show promising results which definitely validate the quality
of our dataset.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first traffic text-
based panels dataset that is collected from the internet and
which contains data from multiple Arab countries (e.g. Mo-
rocco, Algeria, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and many others). This
feature allows new investigations for building standardized
traffic panel detectors to be applied in Arabic regions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews existing datasets for traffic sign and text scene
detection. A detailed description of the introduced dataset
is highlighted in section III. The adopted approaches and
evaluation metrics are presented in section IV. Experiments
and findings are discussed in section V. Finally, we conclude
by summarizing our contributions and future directions in
section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we discuss some of the well-known open-
source datasets, used for evaluating Traffic Sign (TS) and
text-based Traffic Panel (TP) detection.

A. TRAFFIC SIGNS DATASETS
Tsinghua-Tencent 100k is one of the recently published TS
datasets [20]. It contains over 100k images, collected from
the Tencent Street Views of 300 Chinese cities. The dataset
provides 30k TS boxes annotated using pixel masks and
bounding boxes (bboxes). The Russian TS Dataset (RTSD)
is another considerably large set, having 179138 labelled
frames with 156 sign categories [21]. RTSD provides 104358
TS annotations, surpassing the previously mentioned dataset.
LISA is a TS recognition dataset that includes different
videos recorded in the United States [22]. It has 6610 frames
with 7855 annotations divided into 47 sign categories. The
Swedish TS detection and recognition database is a collection
of 20k frames recorded over 350km of the Swedish highways
and city roads [23]. It provides 3488 TS boxes that are anno-
tated using box coordinates, sign type, visibility status and
road status. Unfortunately, these annotations only represent
20% of the data. The German TS Recognition Benchmark
(GTSRB) is one of the highly known and challenging TS
datasets [24]. It is also considered the first to help evaluate
significantly the problem of TS classification. GTSRB con-
tains 50k images annotated using 43 sign categories. Fol-
lowing that, the German TS Detection Benchmark (GTSDB)
was introduced [25]. It is a collection of 900 images captured
on the German roads. Signs are labeled using only 3 cate-
gories (mandatory, danger and prohibitory). The Belgium TS
database is quite similar to the German sets [26]. It includes
two major TS datasets for detection and recognition, with
over 13k annotations of 145k images taken on Belgian roads.
Signs are annotated using 63 categories for recognition and 3
categories for detection as in GTSDB.

B. TEXT-BASED TRAFFIC PANELS DATASETS
In the literature, the commonly suggested approach for TP
(Traffic Panel) detection is based on color and shape segmen-
tation techniques [27], [28]. Unfortunately, these latter do not
meet the efficiency requirements of real-time applications.

Accordingly, the hypothesised methodology for TP’s text
extraction consists of training a text detector/recognizer on
an outdoor scene text dataset. These sets are not necessarily
collected in a road context and focus heavily on Latin scripts
[29], [30]. COCO-text [31], ICDAR [32]–[34] and SVT [35]
are some of the widely used Latin datasets. They contain
mainly English text collected from various sources such as
announcements, books and posters. As for Arabic scripts,
there exist only few benchmarking datasets such as ALIF
[36] and AcTiv [37] that are collected from Arabic news
channels. The mentioned sets can be quite inconvenient for
TP text applications since they are annotated on line and word
levels which do not correspond with the route text vocabulary
(a.k.a, words bag). ASAYAR dataset has been recently pub-
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TABLE 1. Open source Datasets compared to our dataset.

Detection Dataset COCO-text ICDAR SVT ALIF AcTiV GTSRB LISA Tsinghua-Tencent 100K RTSD ASAYAR ATTICA

Traffic Sign X X X X X X

Traffic Panel X X

Other-Sign (see Fig. 4(b)) X

Km-Point (see Fig. 4(c)) X

Add-Panel (see Fig. 5) X

Arabic Text
Word-level X X X

Line-level X X X X

Data collection from multiple countries X

lished to especially address this issue [38]. ASAYAR includes
1763 images collected on different Moroccan highways and
annotated using 16 object categories. This set provides over
19k annotated boxes in which TP and Arabic/French text
related boxes are prioritised. Another similar dataset was
introduced in [39], focusing on TP in urban areas. The set
contains 26988 frames captured on Iranian roads, in which
5040 are annotated as TP and Persian/English text bboxes.

To summarize, a detailed comparison of the above men-
tioned datasets is listed in Table 1. Compared to these sets,
as shown in Section III, ATTICA is a challenging and good
quality data source for text-based and symbolic TS/TP re-
search. In addition, ATTICA introduces new TS categories
not investigated in previous studies.

III. DATASET CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we review important details of the ATTICA
dataset, including data collection, data annotation and a de-
scription of ATTICA_Sign and ATTICA_Text sub-datasets.

A. DATA COLLECTION
ATTICA is a collection of 1215 images representing captured
roadway scenes with various types of traffic signs (TS) and
traffic panels (TP), collected from open-source images on the
internet. This diversity is carefully achieved by considering
three main conditions in the collection process:

1) Selecting scenes that are captured in day and night
times, as well as in various weather conditions, in order
to cover most of the visual challenges that can directly
impact the detection task (see Fig. 1).

2) Selecting scene texts from two Arabic regions namely,
North Africa (Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, and Tunisia)
and Gulf (Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and
the United Arab Emirates) regions (see Fig. 2)

3) Selecting scenes of different roadway types, including
city roads, national roads and highways, with the ob-
jective of covering most of the related TS/TP variations
such as shape, position, background complexity, color
and textual content (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

B. ANNOTATION
The annotation process of the ATTICA dataset was carried
out during a period of 10 months, by a group of four re-

FIGURE 1. Samples of images taken under various periods of the day and
weather conditions. (a) Sunny weather. (b) Evening. (c) Night. (d) Normal
weather. (e) Cloudy and rainy. (f) Mirage vision caused by hot weather.

FIGURE 2. Distribution of the ATTICA dataset samples according to North
Africa and Gulf regions.

searchers using Labelme tool. Labelme automatically gener-
ates XML metadata files according to the Pascal VOC format
(the image name, size, object bboxes coordinates and corre-
sponding class names). In addition, a CSV file is provided to
indicate the downloadable source links of all images, along
with other information describing the contained traffic panels
(color, shape, location, type and noise presence). We divide
our dataset into two main sub-datasets:
• ATTICA_Sign: contains annotations of different types

of traffic signs/panels objects.
• ATTICA_Text: contains text objects with line and word

level annotations.
As reported in Table 2, ATTICA contains a total of 1215
images, 1180 of them include text-based signs/panels. In
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TABLE 2. Composition of the ATTICA dataset.

Sub-dataset Nb of images Nb of classes

TS/TP 1215 5

Text 1180 4

what follows, the structure of the two sub-datasets is detailed.

1) ATTICA_Sign
We consider five categories for annotating traffic signs ob-
jects in our dataset:

• Traffic Panels (TPs): big-size guiding signs used to
provide directional and mileage information. TPs can
have various designs depending on their use cases. For
example, on highways, TPs usually take rectangular
or arrow shapes and vary between three colors: blue,
white and green (see Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b)). Another
type of TPs which is neglected in the state-of-the-art,
is dynamic panels (see Fig. 3(c)). They are used for
displaying information about varying traffic conditions
(e.g. traffic delays, warning messages and others).

FIGURE 3. Samples of different types of Traffic Panels. (a) Rectangular
shaped traffic panel. (b) Arrow shaped traffic panels. (c) Dynamic traffic panel
for varying traffic conditions display.

• Traffic Signs (TSs): small signs that can be found at
the side of roads. TSs are used for indicating regulatory,
mandatory and warning instructions to road users (e.g.
speed limit, stop, pedestrian crossing, warning of road
works, etc). Unlike TPs, TSs include limited text con-
tent that is usually based on symbols and numbers. In
addition, TSs are generally designed using three forms:
circle, triangle and octagon, and three colors: blue, red
and yellow (see Fig. 4(a)).

• Other-Sign (OS): warning signs used to indicate route
sharp left/right deviations, roundabouts deviation, end
of a bridge parapet, tunnel entrance, traffic cones and
roads barriers. Usually, these signs do not include any
text and their design is mostly restricted to thin rect-

angular shapes with sloping bars or chevrons (see Fig.
4(b)).

• Km-Point (KP): road signs made of rocks, which are
generally placed at the side of national roads. This type
of road signs is mainly used to include place names and
mileage information (see Fig. 4(c)).

FIGURE 4. Samples of (a) Traffic Signs, (b) Other-Signs and (c) Km-Points.

• Add-Panel (AP): special plates added to TPs/TSs or
placed at the side of highways for providing important
supplementary information. In case of TPs (see Fig.
5(a)), APs generally include the main route ID, whereas
for TSs (see Fig. 5(b)), they include information indicat-
ing when the sign’s instructions will be valid or which
road users are affected by the sign, etc. However, an AP
placed at the side of a highway is only used to include
mileage information (see Fig. 5(c)).

FIGURE 5. Samples of different types of Add-Panels. (a) Add-panels joined to
Traffic Panels. (b) Add-Panels joined to Traffic Signs. (c) Add-Panels on sides
of highways.

ATTICA_Sign is labeled according to the aforementioned
classification. As stated in Table 3, it contains 4607 bboxes
objects, where ∼69% belongs to the "TP" category and
∼18% to the "TS" category (see Fig. 6). This distribution
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TABLE 3. ATTICA_Sign class distribution.

Classes Nb of boxes Average by image

Traffic Panel 3168 2.61

Traffic Sign 822 0.68

Other-Sign 406 0.33

Add-Panel 196 0.16

Km-Point 15 0.01

reflects an important class imbalance that needs to be consid-
ered in the training process.

FIGURE 6. Distribution of ATTICA_Sign categories.

2) ATTICA_Text
Almost all ATTICA_Sign categories are composed of Arabic
text. To generate quality line and word level text detection
and recognition data, the following categories are considered:
• Line-level categories:

-- Readable line: Arabic text lines that can be clearly
viewed and read (see Fig. 7(a)).

-- Unreadable line: Arabic text lines that are difficult
to read. To our best of knowledge, such annotation
has never been proposed before for outdoor scene
detection. However, this category can have multi-
ple interesting applications such as detecting dam-
aged TPs that need maintenance, or re-positioning
TPs to enhance their visibility for drivers, etc. In
addition, this category can be useful for acceler-
ating and enhancing training of a line-level text
detector (see Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c)).

FIGURE 7. Samples of Line-level categories. (a) Readable line. (b) and (c)
Unreadable lines.

• Word-level categories:
-- Arabic word (see Fig. 8(a)).
-- Arabic digit (see Fig. 8(b)).
-- Special character (see Fig. 8(c)).
-- Latin digit (see Fig. 8(d)).
-- Latin unit: Latin mileage unit text. In some cases, it

is only written in Latin even if all panel information
is in Arabic. Therefore, our decision for consid-
ering this category is mainly to support semantic
analysis studies (see Fig. 8(e)).

The distribution of the above mentioned categories is listed
in Tables 4 and 5, and visualized in accordance with AT-
TICA_Sign in Fig. 9. These statistics reveal an overall inter-
esting number of annotated text bboxes, where 14570 bboxes
are for word-level detection and recognition. This proves the
significant utility of our dataset for building robust outdoor
scene text detectors, especially in traffic environments.

FIGURE 8. Samples of Word-level categories. (a) Arabic word. (b) Arabic
digit. (c) Special character. (d) Latin digit. (e) Latin unit.

TABLE 4. ATTICA_Text Line and Word levels distribution.

Class Nb of boxes Average by image

Line-level 7293 6.21

Word-level 14570 12.34

TABLE 5. ATTICA_Text categories distribution.

LINE-LEVEL

Class Nb of boxes Average by image

Readable line 6457 5.5

Unreadable line 836 0.71

WORD-LEVEL

Arabic word 11494 9.74

Special character 473 0.4

Arabic digit 628 0.53

Latin digit 1503 1.27

Latin unit 472 0.41
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FIGURE 9. Distribution of the "Readable-line" category according to
ATTICA_Sign.

C. CHALLENGES
The ATTICA dataset has various substantial challenges in
terms of scene object detection. As we previously men-
tioned, our data come from different Arabic countries and
are captured under different environmental conditions. Thus,
there is a wide diversity in the annotated objects for both
ATTICA_Sign and ATTICA_Text sub-datasets. In particular,
road signs can be challenging to process mainly for their
position/condition, shape, color, content density, camera an-
gle and lightning. However, for text, there are some other
exceptions such as text alignment, noisy backgrounds, font
style, size and color. Note that, having the cursive nature
of the Arabic script is enough competitive for processing.
Class imbalance is also considered as a challenging aspect
for ATTICA_Sign, since∼69% of the data belongs to the TP
category and only 7.5% to the AP and KP categories.

Nevertheless, we consider these challenges as quality data
features since they can contribute in the enhancement of
building real-world robust object detectors.

IV. BASELINES
In order to evaluate the utility of the ATTICA dataset, we
adopt a baseline of state-of-the-art Neural Networks "NN"
architectures for object detection and recognition, as well as
text detection.

A. OBJECT DETECTION AND RECOGNITION
1) Faster R-CNN [16]
was first introduced in 2015, as an improved version of Fast
R-CNN [40]. It is a two-stage Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), used for scene object detection and classification.
The first stage is achieved through a CNN base model and
a Region Proposal Network (RPN). The CNN base model
is mainly composed of convolution, activation and pooling
layers. They are responsible for generating a features map F
for an input image I . Generally, the architecture of the base
model is inspired by recognized CNN image classifier, such
as VGG, AlexNet and ResNet [41]–[43]. The RPN, on the
other hand, takes the feature map F as input and generates
object proposals, called "Regions Of Interest" ROIs. RPN
is simply composed of 3 convolution layers. The first layer
performs two essential tasks: (1) generating a fixed number

of ROIs having different shapes, by sliding over each location
in F and (2) assigning positive and negative labels to the
proposed ROIs, based on their Intersection over Union (IOU)
value with the ground truth boxes. The second and third lay-
ers are Fully Connected (FC). They are used for parallel box
object classification and bbox regression, for a set ofK ROIs.
The classification layer outputs a binary 2K-d vector, indi-
cating 0 for no-object and 1 for object. As for the regression
layer, it outputs a 4K–d vector, indicating the new adjustment
of the ROIs bboxes coordinates {xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax}.
Note that, both layers use ground-truth boxes categories
and bounding coordinates for their computations. Finally,
the second stage of the Faster R-CNN, is composed of (1)
pooling layers for reshaping the generated ROIs and (2) FC
layers to perform per-category object classification and final
regression to adjust the ROIs bboxes coordinates.

2) Single Shot multibox Detector (SSD) [14]
is a one–stage CNN detector, first introduced in 2016. It is
inspired by the Faster R-CNN architecture. SSD is composed
of (1) a CNN base model for deep features extraction, (2)
auxiliary n × n convolution layers (with activation layers)
that progressively shrink in size, to generate multiple feature
maps {F} of variable sizes, (3) convolution layers to gener-
ate, for each fi ∈ {Fi}, ROIs proposals matching the ground-
truth boxes categories and (4) FC layers, to compute final
object category classification and bbox regression. Finally,
a Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) layer is employed to
select the topN likely predictions, using confidence and IOU
thresholds. Note that, the class imbalance issue is interest-
ingly addressed in SSD, via the "hard negative sampling"
technique. This latter consists of maintaining a predefined
ratio of positive and negative samples (e.g. 1:3) during the
loss function computation.

3) Region-based Fully Convolution Network (R-FCN) [15]
is a two-stage CNN detector, introduced in 2016. Its archi-
tecture is inspired by Faster R-CNN and FCN [44]. R-FCN
introduced new concepts called “position sensitive score
maps” and “voting maps” [45]. These two concepts mainly
contribute in speeding the process of objects detection and
classification. They additionally help increasing the model’s
accuracy. The first stage of R-FCN consists of a CNN base
model for generating a feature map F or different feature
maps {Fi} in case of multi-scale training (cf. SSD). At
the second stage, F is fed to two parallel networks: (1) an
RPN for generating ROIs proposals (without FC layers) and
(2) two n × n convolution layers for computing k2(c + 1)
score maps S for object category classification and 4k2 − d
vectors D for bboxes coordinates regression. Moreover, R-
FCN applies for each ROI, a set of n × n position sensitive
pooling layers to create 1) a classification voting map V1
that indicates the similarity likelihood of the ROI and its
corresponding object category in S and 2) a bbox regression
voting map V2 following the same concept with D. Finally,
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these voting maps are passed to FC layers for final object
category classification and bbox regression. R-FCN adopts
the same total loss function of Faster R-CNN.

4) RetinaNet [17]
is a one-stage detector, introduced in 2018. Its architecture
is composed of the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [46]
as a base model (built on top of ResNet), for generating
multi-stage feature maps {Fi}. Each map is connected to
a FCN, composed of two parallel sub-networks for final
object category classification and bbox regression. Note that,
FPN allows creating multi-scale feature maps (of high and
low resolutions) with strong semantic levels, which leads to
finite detection results. RetinaNet is capable of achieving the
speed of one-stage detectors and over-passing the accuracy
of two-stage detectors. This is supported by the use of the
so called "Focal loss" function which addresses the issue of
positive/negative class imbalance by highly penalizing hard
negative samples.

B. TEXT DETECTION
1) The Connectionist Text Proposal Network (CTPN)
is an end-to-end trainable NN, introduced by Z.Tian et al in
2016 [47]. It is designed to detect text lines in natural scene
images by adopting the characteristics of CNNs. Notably,
CTPN can handle multi-scale and multi-lingual text without
the need of any post-processing. There are three main parts
composing the CTPN architecture. First, a VGG16 base
model for deep feature map extraction F . Second, a recurrent
in-network for n × n window sliding over F . The generated
text proposals are then passed to a Bi-directional LSTM
network [48] for sequence connecting. Finally, a 512D FC
layer is adopted for final bboxes classification (text/non text)
and regression. Noting that, outputs of CTPN are sequential
fixed-width and fine-scale text proposals.

2) Efficient and Accurate Scene Text Detector (EAST)
is a fully CNN, first introduced by Zhou et al in 2017 [19]. It
is designed for word and line level scene text detection. The
architecture of EAST is composed of three branches combin-
ing a single NN. First, a "Feature extractor stem" is placed for
multi-scale deep feature maps {Fi} extraction. For this step,
a combination of VGG16 and PVANET [49] as a base model
is adopted. Second, a "Feature merging branch" is included as
a U-shape network composed of convolution and unpooling
layers for gradual feature maps ({Fi}) merging into a single
map F . The final branch, called "Output layer" is a set of
FC layers for text/non-text classification and geometry (bbox
axis alignment and rotation angle) regression.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the usability of the ATTICA
dataset for sign and text line level detection. For this end, we
evaluate the performance of a range of state-of-the-art NNs
architectures. These last are presented in Section IV.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
1) Train and Test sets
we adopt a stratified sampling technique to split data into
train (80%) and test (20%) sets. The number of images in
the (train, test) sets for ATTICA_Sign and ATTICA_Text
are (960, 240) and (944, 236), respectively. Note that the
"Km-Point" category is excluded from the ATTICA_Sign
experiments, and we only consider samples of readable lines.

2) Implementation framework
The baseline models are implemented using TensorFlow and
pre-trained object classifiers as backbones (Table 6). Given
the wide range of object scales in our dataset, various default
boxes scales (see Table 7) and aspect ratios ({2:1, 1:1, 1:2})
are considered in training.

TABLE 6. Backbones of the experimented models.

Model Backbone Backend Data

Faster R-CNN ResNet101

Tensorflow ATTICA_Sign
SSD MobileNet

R-FCN ResNet101

RetinaNet ResNet50

CTPN
VGG16 Tensorflow ATTICA_Text (Line level)

EAST

TABLE 7. Default boxes (a.k.a anchors) scales.

Model Min Max

Faster RCNN 1282 5122

SDD 0.2× 3002 0.9× 3002

R-FCN 3002 10242

RetinaNet 322 5122

3) Execution environment
Model training and evaluation are conducted on the Google
Colab plateform with a 12GB NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU.

B. EVALUATION METRICS
For both Sign and Text detection, the following state-of-the-
art metrics are adopted.

1) Intersection Over Union (IoU)
measures the goodness of fit of a predicted bbox Bp with
respect to a ground truth bbox Bt. IOU computes the over-
lapping area ratio of both bboxes as follows:

IoU =
area(Bp ∩Bt)

area(Bp ∪Bt)
(1)

Given a threshold α ∈ [0, 1] (e.g, α = 0.7), Bp is classified
as a True Positive (TP) only if IoU ≥ α, otherwise it is a
False Positive (FP). False Negatives (FN) are accumulated if
the model has no output predictions for an image.
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2) Average Precision (AP) & mean AP (mAP)
AP is a popular metric for measuring the accuracy of a
detection model using Precision (p) and Recall (r) (see Eqs
(2) and (3)). AP is a weighted sum of p values at each
threshold, where the weight is the increase in r.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3)

AP =
N−1∑
i=0

max
r′:r′≥r(i+1)

p(r′)(r(i+1) − ri) (4)

mAP is the average of AP values for all objects in a
detection model. mAP is used to encapsulate the accuracy
of the overall predictions (bbox and category classification)
in one value.

C. BENCHMARKING AND ANALYSIS
1) ATTICA_Sign results
The benchmarking results of state-of-the-art models are sum-
marized in Table 8, and example of images showing the
detection results are displayed in Fig. 10. In general, we no-
tice a remarkable out-performance of R-FCN, achieving very
interesting AP scores ∈ [0.87, 0.99]. The SSD model, ranked
as second, showing quality results with similar performance
for the Traffic Panel class. These significant achievements of
both R-FCN and SSD models can be due to their characteris-
tic of multi-scale feature maps generation. On the other hand,
results of the Faster R-CNN and RetinaNet are surprisingly
in line. In spite of their good AP scores (0.68 and 0.76,
respectively) for the dominant class (Traffic Panel), they
show poor performance in detecting other classes (AP scores
∈ [0.23, 0.31]). In addition to the severe class imbalance,
these poor results can be explained by the high amount of
very small object boxes in the Traffic Sign, Other-Sign and
Add-Panels categories.

To further investigate the performance of these two models
(Faster R-CNN and RetinaNet), we conduct a second experi-
ment where we only focus on dominant classes (Traffic Panel
and Traffic Sign categories). The two models are trained and
evaluated on the ATTICA_Sign, where only object boxes of
scales ≥ 162 and ≥ 322 are selected. The obtained results
are summarized in Table 9, demonstrating, as previously
discussed, better AP scores especially for the Traffic Sign
class (AP score ∈ [0.58, 0.95]).

2) ATTICA_Text results
The results for line level detection using CTPN and EAST
models are highlighted in table 10. We adopt Precision and
Recall as metrics for performance evaluation. Analyzing the
obtained results, we notice a similar behaviour for both
models; Recall scores are > 0.66 and Precision scores are
< 0.5. These scores can be explained by some characteristics

TABLE 8. ATTICA_Sign results.

Model Class AP mAP@0.5

Faster R-CNN

Traffic Panel 0.68

0.36Traffic Sign 0.25

Other-Sign 0.23

Add-Panel 0.27

SSD

Traffic Panel 0.91

0.59Traffic Sign 0.40

Other-Sign 0.48

Add-Panel 0.56

R-FCN

Traffic Panel 0.99

0.95Traffic Sign 0.94

Other-Sign 0.98

Add-Panel 0.87

RetinaNet

Traffic Panel 0.76

0.40Traffic Sign 0.28

Other-Sign 0.24

Add-Panel 0.31

TABLE 9. ATTICA_Sign results using Faster R-CNN and RetinaNet, by
considering data samples with boxes of sizes ≥ 162 and ≥ 322.

Boxes size

≥ 162 ≥ 322

Model Class AP mAP AP mAP

Faster R-CNN
Traffic Panel 0.80

0.69
0.84

0.74
Traffic Sign 0.58 0.63

RetinaNet
Traffic Panel 0.79

0.83
0.81

0.88
Traffic Sign 0.86 0.95

and challenges presented in the ATTICA dataset. First, there
is a considerable heterogeneity of the text boxes, namely
background color, text font style, color, position and noise in
form of text, making the detection more challenging. Second,
the "unreadable line" category data may add some confusion
for the trained models, when some of its boxes are detected
as text while they were excluded from both train and test
data. These boxes are then classified as false positives which
contributes in reducing Precision and respectively increasing
Recall.

TABLE 10. ATTICA_Text (Line level) results using CTPN and EAST models.
For data, only readable text line levels are considered.

Model Used data Precision Recall

CTPN Line level 0.41 0.69

EAST Line level 0.48 0.66

Data augmentation is one of the well known techniques for
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improving the overall model performance. To evaluate this,
we conduct a second experiment, where the ASAYAR_TXT
dataset is added [38]. The text line boxes in this dataset
are noticeably homogeneous when compared to ours. ASA-
YAR_TXT includes about 1375 images, having 2165 Arabic
text line box. Thus, the updated sizes of the (train, test) sets
are (2044, 511). Results are exhibited in Table 11. In compar-
ison with the previous experiment, we notice a remarkable
enhancement in term of Precision scores (>= 0.67) for both
CTPN and EAST. The quality of the ASAYAR_TXT in terms
of noise and text boxes characteristics have definitely con-
tributed in ameliorating the models performance. Detection
results are displayed in Fig. 11.

TABLE 11. CTPN and EAST results for Text line level detection using our
Text-line sub-dataset and the ASAYAR_TXT dataset.

Models Used data Precision Recall

CTPN
Line level

+ASAYAR_TXT (Line level)

0.67 0.85

EAST 0.71 0.89

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced ATTICA, a new open-
source dataset for Arabic text-based traffic signs/panels de-
tection. The dataset is publicly available and accessible for
the research community. ATTICA is highly diverse and
challenging, since it contains roadway scenes from various
Arab countries. New traffic signs and text objects annota-
tions are introduced in the ATTICA dataset, to allow further
investigations. The methodology adopted for collecting and
annotating our dataset, was carefully presented. In addition,
the conducted experiments using state-of-the-art models for
sign and text detection, demonstrate the quality of ATTICA.
Finally, the performed experiments provided comprehensive
results, indicating the possibility of real-time applications.
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